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UWH and fundraising
Why UWH?
Carolyn Erdman edited by Jacquelyn Paulin

I

magine, getting to participate in a tournament in another country, for maybe the first
time. Imagine only paying a reasonable flat
fee for transportation, housing and the games.
Imagine, getting to share your UWH stories
to an eager audience. The essence of UWH
is about community. That is what makes this
sport! No matter what city you travel to, there
will always be someone you can call a friend.
Some of us, however, are more able to take
advantage of this community than others.
Without these interactions, it is hard to grow
as a player. A goal for the future of UWH is
to find a way to both financially support all
players and to expose players and non players
to this great sport. How will we do this? By
helping you do what you already love to do,
talk about the sport! In the next few newsletters we are going to roll out our fundraising
strategy. From creating a space for sharing
knowledge and stories online to giving you a
2 minute quick points as to why someone you
know should help financially support UWH.
We plan to be as transparent as possible in
how we will use any funds to support this
amazing sport.

“What is your club doing to build the teams community?“

Interested in helping us out? Then I challenge you to our first information exchange
challenge!
Tell us why you are involved in UWH. What
is it about this sport that others need to understand? What is your club doing to build

the teams community? How are you helping
all members afford the sport? Top responses
will be published in the next newsletter (200
words max) and will become the beginning
of our new online campaign.

•

News in Brief
NBS defeated at ACC’s

After being undefeated for many
months, NBS lost the ACC final
division A against the University
of Florida A team. At the end of
the round robin NBS was second
and UF first. NBS managed to win
their first playoff game against

the Gator team. UF had to play
another 3 games before making it
to the final, and finally win ACC’s

NBS was given favorite
at Nationals

Your vote was cast and NBS was
picked as the 2014 Nationals’

expected winner with 75% of the
votes. Now to be hones we only
collected 8 answers, with 1 for
LA and 1 for another contender
team. Surely the competition will
be fierce for both the A and the B
divisions.

Off-springs

Congratulations to all our
underwater hockey parents all
over the U.S. We had a lot of new
babies in the last year and we are
waiting for even more in the next
few weeks. The following parents
are expected to show up with little

News in Brief continued
ones or alone in Minneapolis, MN:
Reyhan and Chris Flynn, Patty and
Ron Wichner and many others.
Our busy Jen Smith is excused for
attending as she is expecting her
second one!!!

Editor’sMessage

The famous low key and super
fun potluck in one of the higher
Florida keys also best known as
the Championship of the Universe
tournament was full at least two
weeks before the registration
deadline. Next year event will
be the 20th anniversary of the
tournament and is already
tentatively scheduled to take
place on March 7th-8th, 2015.
Stay put and don’t forget your
sunscreen.

Photo: sELFIE

A full house for the Key
Largo annual event.

Will 2014 bring the
biggest Nationals
tournament Ever?

At least 26 teams are expected to
sign up this year. More could be
coming. Make sure to get your
roaster, waivers and payment to
our wonderful hosts Karen & Ben
Erickson. Remember no crossing
games between A and B division,
thus sign accordingly. All info
updates are available at: http://
www.mnuwh.com/?q=nationals

Remember the more you
shop the more women
UWH can receive

Keep in mind the following links
when you shop at Amazon and
Swimoutlet. A percentage of
the sale is sent to USOA for the
Women’s Elite team. Click and
start shopping: http://www.
amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/
B000EONH5C/usa-women-20
(Amazon will remember the
cookies) or http://www.swimoutlet.com/USwomenUWH.
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The blistery winter cold
seems to finally be behind
most of us, however, our
community did not stay
inside and hibernate. An
average of two tournaments
a month were held, and our
sport was the object of much
news and media attention and coverage
most likely boosted by the broadcasted
Winter Olympics events.
Now we are entering the pre Nationals’
frenziness and madness time with a recordsetting number of intents to participate.
Practices have picked up speed and
roughness for the last few weeks before
our expected annual meet. Will all U.S.
clubs be represented? Is our Mineapolis,
MN host ready for the largest US venue
of the year?
Spring is not only showing up with
blossoming flowers, but is also bringing to
our men’s world athletes a new coach and
two assistants, new training and recruting

strategies. This is a drastic change in
leadership which had not occured in
many years. On the other hand, the
women decided to renew their trust in
coach Brigit Grimm. Both women’s and
men’s teams will be working hard to reach
their goal of getting a medal at the 2016
underwater hockey World Championship
to take place in South Africa.
At last, Spring is often synonym of
clean up time and that means to let go
of the past. Our community cannot
grow without taking action and we need
to work on developping our sport and
community, a decision that our Canadian
neighbours seem to share as well.
Drop me a line at karen.chevrier@
gmail.com for any suggestions and
recommendations to make this newsletter
better, as well as providing any articles or
news you would like to share with our
community.
We want to hear from you!

HeadLines
All winter, UWH made
the news thanks to the
Winter Olympics boost!

Central Florida
http://m.wesh.com/olympics/Underwaterhockey-players-hope-for-shot-at-Olympics/24387880
Sturgeon Bay Club makes it on WI
Public TV
http://video.wpt.org/video/2365158378/
College of Marin, CA
http://www.marinij.com/sanrafael/
ci_24998065/san-rafaels-zvanut-bringingunderwater-hockey-surface-at#
Seattle
http://www.kirotv.com/news/entertainment/seattleinsider-underwater-hockey-3-pound-puck-9-in/
nfcRR/
Edward R Murrow award
http://kuow.org/post/seattle-underwaterhockey-team-headed-nationals

Chicago
http://www.redeyechicago.com/sports/
redeye-underwater-hockey-is-catching-onin-chicago-20140417,0,3623805.story
Chicago
http://www.myfoxchicago.com/
story/25358879/one-chicago-hockey-teamfaces-off-underwater
Game Guy with George Mason’s Underwater Hockey Club (VA Lottery)
http://youtu.be/viMAx2PqV3c http://youtu.
be/viMAx2PqV3c

You have a UWH story to tell, a
tournament you wish to cover?

Dear readers, feel free to send any story or any
tournament coverage you wish to share with
our community in the next newsletters. Just
drop me your lines and attach a few pictures
with the credits.

Photo: Team Canada 2013 facebook page

“One of the challenges
for UWH in Canada is to
continue to grow the sport.”

Team Canada in Eger
Hungary at the 2013
World Championship
tournament.

UWH International Country Profile:
Canada very similar to U.S.A.
We asked general questions
to a Canadian player

How many clubs do you have?Is there any geographical
concentration?
British Columbia has 4 teams
Answers provided Alberta has 3 teams
by Melanie Johnson Saskatchewan has 1 team
Ontario has 7 teams
What is the
Quebec has 6 teams
estimated
Nova Scotia has 1 team
number of
Yukon has 1 team
active players in Canada?
There are 6 provinces/territories
It is not currently possible to get
that do not currently have a club.
a very clear idea of the number of
As you can tell, the provinces
players in Canada. Membership
with the greatest number of
in CUGA (the Canadian
clubs are Ontario and Quebec.
Underwater Games Association)
is not mandatory. Currently we
Who started the sport in
have about 230 CUGA members
Canada and when (bit of
for 2014 and we know there are
history - who was the 1st club)
a significantly higher number of
It isn’t clear what the first club in
players in the country than this. We
Canada was, but it seems like there
are starting the process of contacting was hockey in the Vancouver area
all underwater hockey clubs across
in the mid-60s and in Ontario,
Canada to get a better idea of the
the York Sub Aqua and Cornwall
number of players in the country.
groups were started in 1969. In

both Vancouver and with York
Sub Aqua, it seems that hockey
was started as part of the scuba
club ‘off season’ training program.
In 1980, Canada hosted the
first CMAS World Men’s
Championships at the UBC
Aquatic Centre. Canadian
and US Women’s teams
played an exhibition game.
How is hockey currently
organized in Canada? Is there
a trend to try to change things
in how UWH is organized
right now, if yes how?
CUGA facilitates the running of our
annual National Championships. All
local club practices and activities are
run by individual clubs. Increasing
the number of clubs and players is
always a goal of CUGA. There are
Continued on page 8
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Gregory Appling: A new coach approach
with 2 assistants for the Men’s team
By Maxime Van Rechem

reg, let’s talk about
G
your history. Why,
when and where did you

start to play underwater hockey?

Why did I start playing underwater hockey? I
was tricked. I was working at the Charleston
SC Department of Resources and happened
to meet Pat Harris. His office was around
the corner from my breeding tanks. He had
underwater hockey pictures on his office door.
I made the mistake of asking about them and
he wouldn’t leave me alone till I showed up
for a practice. That was in April of 1996. Two
months later I was playing my first nationals.
I’ve been hooked ever since.

Talkink about “new direction“ what
are your goals and objectives for the
Men’s team USA in the next 2 years ?
I’ve got two main goals over the next two
years that I believe will set us up for success at
World’s. The first is to establish an “identity”.
We are already moving in that direction by
putting together a coaching staff that all believe
in the same style of play and developing a
playbook so players will understand exactly
what we are doing. I’ve been to 4 worlds and
not once have we had a staff nor a playbook.
My second goal is to not only energize our top
players but to also lay the foundation for future
worlds by developing our younger players. In
the past we had “Young guns” teams to help
develop talent. Now that the regional team
plan has started, I hope to work with that

You have recently been elected for
the men’s team USA coach position. “UWH is about how much effort
Why did you apply for this position?
I applied for the coaching position because

you put into the time you have.”

program as well.
Granted, our primary goal as a team is to medal
at World’s, but in the short term we’ve got a lot
of things to put in place before that happens.
There are many little goals like a training
program, additional clinics, and individual
development, but if we put together my two
main goals the rest will also be achieved.

For the “Young guns“, as you
call them, who are reading this
interview. How do you plan to
recruit them ? What will be your
part on their development ?

I felt we needed to move the team in a new
direction. Having a background in team sports
and specifically rugby union, I began to see a
pattern in the teams that dominated at worlds.
I’ve always felt we had the talent to compete at
the top level but needed a system that would
allow us to compete on equal footing. As I
moved past the days when I could seriously
compete for a spot on the team, I thought that
my background would be suited to coaching
the team.
4
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Young guns selection will start at the tryouts.
We will identify young guns that don’t make
the cut to 20 and have them attend select
tournaments as a team during the lead up to
worlds. After the cut to 12 additional players
will be added to the young guns list. This
team won’t take away from the regional teams
but will instead go to tournaments that the
regional teams don’t attend. The coaching
staff will help to organize the teams and when
possible coach the teams. We will also select
high level players to play along side the young
guns to give them a little more support.

What would you like to see
changing for USA UWH in general?
More training clinics. In past years we would
have several clinics being taught each year. In
recent years that has dropped off. For us to
raise the level of hockey in the USA, we need
more clinics. We especially need them at the
Juniors and College levels.

Since you have decided to integrate
assistants to help you, the men’s
team USA is now managed by a new
staff. Could you introduce them and
their respective responsabilities?
I must say I’m lucky to have two very good
coaches with lots of worlds experience. Scott
Tucker is the forwards coach. Scott plays
hockey in Santa Rosa, CA; he has played at
several worlds level competitions. Timmy
Burke is the backs coach. Timmy plays in
Boston MA and also has played at several
World’s events and has won gold with our
masters teams. I was lucky enough to play

Tim Burke

Scott Tucker

at World’s with both of them in 2002. Both
not only have the ability to coach the style I
want to play but they both also naturally play
that style.
The Men’s Team USA staff is taking another
huge step forward which is awesome for players
and USA UWH in general.

Greg, thank you very much for your
time and my last question will close
this interview: Do you have any
motivational words for players ?
When it comes to hockey, it’s not about how
much time you put into it. It’s about how
much effort you put into the time you have.

By Jennifer Smith

W

e are excited to
welcome Brigit
Grimm back to the US
Women’s Elite Team as
head coach for the 2016 World Championship
(location still to be determined). Most of
you probably know Brigit through one of
her many roles: National Team Coordinator,
Coach, Vice Coach, head organizer of the
Women’s Tournament, that annoying last
man back on the bottom of the pool that has
thwarted countless goal efforts on your part,
or maybe just that friendly face you have seen
on the pool deck at too many tournaments
to name. I sat down with Brigit to ask her a
couple questions as we kick off training for
2016. Before we get to the Q&A, here is a
little factual information (well…mostly) on
her background.
*Brigit Von Heinz Karin Grimm was born
to Duke and Duchess of New Zealand in 1975.
A terrible body boarding accident forced to
her swim to America at age 11. She didn’t like
Los Angeles, so she swam back. She embarked
on a lifetime training regimen and achieved
a ranking on the universally accepted scale
of underwater agility between West Indian
Tiger Eel, and Castilian Octopus. A seemingly
impossible accomplishment when keeping in
mind that the next highest ranked human,
Mark Spitz, is 18 levels below - just above the
Floridian sea cow. Yet, rather than use her
aquatic power for evil purposes, Brigit has
used her’s for good. The type of good that all
mankind benefits from - Underwater Hockey!
Fresh off a transpacific sailing trip
on a Taiwanese junk with drug runners
(she was just the navigator, not part of
their trade), Brigit was first introduced to
underwater hockey in Santa Cruz in 1984.
*At her rookie appearance at the 1984 West
Hemispherean Championships, Brigit
shocked the underwater hockey community
by scoring double hat-tricks in five of the
six tournament games. Neither her pace
nor accomplishments have waned since this

illustrious start. Brigit has played in countless
tournaments and world championships.
Currently, Brigit plays with Club Puck twice
a week.
Her other hobbies include playing sub-surface
aquatic hockey, pushing around hockey pucks
in a pool filled with water using a 11 inch long
stick, and learning how to say “sticks up” in
foreign languages (currently she knows 42).*
OK, now that I have your attention…
Recently, Brigit has turned to coaching.
She served as both vice-coach and player
on the USA Women’s Team in the 2010
America’s Cup in Colombia, the 2012

Photo: William CLeveland

Photo: Michael Scott Smith

Brigit Grimm re selected as
the Women’s team coach

America’s Cup in Wisconsin, and the 2013
World Championships in Hungry. This time
she has decided to hang up her fins and really
focus on coaching the 2016 US Women’s Elite
Team (calling all backs, calling all backs!).
Q: Brigit, we all know that hockey is a huge
part of your life. What do you like to in your
spare time outside of the pool?
A: Hosting killer parties, Photography, dancing, and building things (houses, pottery, etc)
Q: Why did you apply for the position of
coach?
A: I believe that the USA women’s squad created a solid base of talent over the last few
international tournaments and is positioned
to win their first place finish. I think I can
help the team reach their goal of gold!
Q: What are your main objectives for the
team at the next World’s and what do you

hope to accomplish?
A: I want to build a larger pool of prospective
qualified candidates and mold them into a
deep, fit, skilled and cohesive team. That
team will go into Worlds in 2016 with the
confidence that they are capable of taking
home a medal.
Q: What coaching changes do you see in this
go around than in past years? What methods
do you intend on keeping?
A: Individually, the players will be starting the
training regimen earlier. We will be spending
more time training players on style and vision
of play. With this strategy and the fact that
I will concentrate solely on coaching, the
teamwork and development will be more
pronounced. Although I will be more effective
as a coach, the team members will still be an
active and integral part of the development
of the 2016 team, which I strongly believe in.
Q: What would you like to see change for
USA Underwater Hockey in general?
A: I would like to see more people be a
part of the growth of USA hockey, not just
a player. We all want something better for
hockey, whether it be personal growth, more
players on their club team, better equipment,
more exposure, better communication, more
sponsorship options, etc. Become more
involved! There is a task out there (big or
small) that you’d be terrific at- give back to
this incredible sport!
Q: Can you leave us with one quote to inspire
us as we begin training for 2016?
A: Sure! “How’s your shot?”
And so there you have it, while most of this
interview is factual and straight from the
hockey goddess Brigit herself, there may or
may not have been certain embellishments
added along the way. Please find Brigit at
the next event to ask her about any of the
seemingly non-factual events you may have
read above.
*‘Historical’ Embellishments: Michael Smith*
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TheButtKickers

Introduction to the USA team
players who went to World’s in
Eger, Hungary in August 2013.

In no particular order. This month:
Philip Hickey
(Stick)

Tyera Eulberg

Nicholas
Partington

When you started
playing (and where):
2002, Denver, Colorado

Started Fall of 2001,
in Fort Collins, CO.
Where do you play
now - Denver and
Fort Collins, 3x per
week. Actually not at
the moment... on Injured Reserve.

When you started
playing (and where),
West Palm Beach 1997

Where you play now,
how many times a
week: Colorado (2 pools, 1 club), 2-3x/week

Where you play now,
how many times a
week, West Palm Beach, twice

“Signature move” - I’m still learning how to
curl... after that, I plan to learn how to curl... the
OTHER way.

What is your “signature move”: Breaking the
puck off the wall (starting swing plays)

What is your “signature move”, Inside flick on the
run

Favorite Dirty move - Once we have good refs in
our sport, I’ll show you. Until then... cheating is
detrimental to the sport.

If you have or had one what would be your favorite dirty move: The Worm, dirtiness dependant on the grunginess of the dance floor

Best UWH memory - Winning the Montreal
tournament in 2012 with team Victorious Secret was pretty good... or that one time, in 2004
when I scored a goal at practice..

If you have or had one what would be your
favorite dirty move, Un-tieing someone else’s
headgear

What is your best uwh memory: Winning B@A
this year

What is your best uwh memory. Competing in
New Zealand Worlds in 2004

What is your favorite color: Gold, baby

What is you favorite color, Blue

Your favorite animal: Jumping Spiders. Awesome *and* adorable!

Your favorite animal, Dog

Favorite color - Black. You always play better
when you’re black.
Favorite animal - Greg Fitzgerald. And turtles...
Turtles are pretty awesome, too.
Favorite movie - Can’t remember most of the
good ones I’ve seen... “Ne le dis à personne” was
the most memorable one I’ve seen recently.
Favorite book - “Cyrus the Unsinkable Sea Serpent” by Bill Peet
Little known secret - You know that goal I
scored... at practice... in 2004? Well, I gloved
it in.

Your Favorite movie: (seen in the last year)
Rango
Your favorite book: The Year of the Flood, Margaret Atwood
And your little-known secret you would like to
share: I am 4.5 years bike-crash-free!

Your Favorite movie, Boondock Saints
Your favorite book, Any John Grisham Book
And your little known secret you would like to
share. Which doesn’t have to be hockey related
at all. Then it wouldn’t be a secret anymore

UWHCalendar
■■ April

■■ June

1st Phoenix UWH
hockey tournament
Potluck.
Saturday 26th

Nationals Tune-Up
Tournament
Chicago State University.
Saturday 7th & Sunday 8th.

■■ May

UWH Nationals 2014.
Minneapolis, MN. Club team
tournament
Friday 27th to Sunday 29th.

9th annual UMASS
Lowell underwater
hockey tournament
Potluck.
Saturday 3rd & Sunday 4th.
Sport Court 4.
Brown Deer, WI. 4x4
Saturday 10th & Sunday 11th.

6

■■ August
Women’s Event
Brown Deer ,WI.
Women’s training event for World
2016
Friday 1st to Sunday 3rd
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Men’s HPS
Brown Deer ,WI.
Men’s Advanced Level weekend
also known as High Performance
Serie (HPS)
Friday 1st to Sunday 3rd

■■ October
Women’s Event
Location TBD
Women’s training event for World
2016
Exact Date TBD
Brown Deer Brawl
Brown Deer ,WI
Clinic/Tournament for Rookie &
Intermediate level players
Saturday 4th & Sunday 5th

■■ January
Battle at Altitude
Boulder, CO
Annual Tournament
Exact Date TBD

■■ February
CMC
Brown Deer, WI
Annual Tournament
Friday 6th to Monday 8th

■■ You can usually find all the
latest tournaments details
and information on the
usauwh.com website.

Katrina Finley

Ben Holtzman

When you started
playing (and where),
February 2012 in
Colorado

When you started
playing (and where):
University of Illinois
2004

Where you play now,
how many times a
week, Colorado (Denver and Fort Collins) 3x/
week

Where you play now:
I practice with the
Pittsburgh Stingrays.

What is your “signature move”, I don’t think I
have one.
If you have or had one what would be your
favorite dirty move, I don’t play dirty!
What is your best uwh memory. Going to Hungary was pretty amazing! More recently, being
part of the Colorado team that won B@A was
awesome!

How many times a week: We have two practices
a week and an additional practice of swimming
with gear.
What is your “signature move”: The deeke
If you have or had one what would be your
favorite dirty move: If I told you then I wouldn’t
be able to do it anymore

What is you favorite color, Green

What is your best uwh memory: Winning US
Nationals as it was the culmination of several
years of continuous effort.

Your favorite animal, Dolphin

What is you favorite color: Light Urple

Your Favorite movie, Little Mermaid

Your favorite animal: The tasty ones

Your favorite book, I don’t know how to read.

Your favorite movie: Gattaca

And your little known secret you would like to
share. Which doesn’t have to be hockey related
at all. I don’t have any secrets!

Your favorite hockey quote: “Winning, no math
required.”
Your little known secret you would like to share:
There’s an electromagnet in my stick that I use to
do all my puck skills.

Jennifer Gall
(Jen)
I started during my
Freshman year of
college (2004) in
Champaign, IL. I
found this table of
crazy fun people in
swimsuits fins and snorkels on Quad Day and
just had to try it! I was totally in love after the
first practice!
Where you play now, how many times a week,
Now I play with Capitol Region Underwater
Hockey 2-3 times a week and live in Maryland.
What is your “signature move”, For a while it
seemed to be headbutting, but I think I have
gotten over that.
If you have or had one what would be your
favorite dirty move, Using my body to slow
people down and/or lift them off the bottom. As
a female I don’t get called for this very often.
What is your best uwh memory. There are just
way too many to pick one. I’ve played on a
bunch of great teams and been to lots of amazing social events. UWH continues to provide
great memories each year I play.
What is you favorite color, Aqua
Your favorite animal, Tiger
Your Favorite movie, I’m pretty sure I’ve seen
Beauty and the Beast 100 times.
Your favorite book, I enjoy the nice easy read,
laugh out loud, Stephanie Plum series by Janet
Evanovich. On a more serious note, Devil in the
White City is a really interesting book.
And your little known secret you would like to
share. I’m a huge scrapbook nerd, and crafts in
general.

The USA Elite
teams in Eger,
Hungary.
August 2013
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International Profile: Canada continued
no current plans to change how
UWH is organized.

GO Women
Clinic:hardcore
event in Canada
April 5th & 6th. Organized
by the super GO Girl
Laia Navarro Martin

Unfortunately the event
was happening the same
weekend than ACC’s. Only
one US woman reported
attending: Katie Konrath.
The following pictures
captured in a nutshell how
hard core the Canadian
women events can be.
This is not all about being
underwater

Does Canada receive any govt
funding, and/or sponsorship
to participate in local/regional/
Do players pay everything
national and international
on their own for hockey?
tournaments or events.
We currently do not have any Canadian underwater hockey
official sponsorship for CUGA. players do not receive any
Individual players can solicit government
funding
or
donations on their own to help sponsorship.
fund their underwater hockey
activities. This is usually done How many tournaments/
for large tournaments such as year in average. Do you
the World Championships or have division games/events
or qualifying for world?
America’s Cup.
I am not sure exactly how many
tournaments per year take place in
Do players pay an annual
Canada.
Here is a list of a number
membership or is it pay
of them, but I am sure I am missing
per practice? If per practice,
a bunch as I am unfortunately
how much is a pick up
game on average?
not as up-to-date on the eastern
Every club has its own way to Canadian tournaments.
arrange payment for practices. A January – Victoria potluck
number of clubs do a ‘subscription’ February – CAMO 4 on 4
rate for a particular time frame March – Guelph College Royal
that is typically based on the pool April – Quebec City
booking. Some pools also have the May – Canadian Nationals
ability to pay per practice. Cost for (alternates between an ‘east’ and
an average game varies depending
on the local pool rental rates. For
example, in Vancouver, drop in
fees at the different pools range
from $7-15 depending on the pool
rental cost.
Which organization
does Canadian UWH
pay fee to (CMAS?)
CUGA is a member of CMAS
as CMAS membership is a
requirement to participate in a ‘west’ location each year)
the World Championships of June – Ottawa (Golden Fin)
Underwater Hockey. Canada September - Cornwall
almost always sends at least 1 team September or October – Pacific
Coast Championships (they are
to the World Championships.
held in Canada every 3-4 years)
November – Montreal

8
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Many clubs just take whoever
shows up to practice and arranges
for 2 teams of as comparable level
of strength as possible.
Is it difficult to get a pool for
practice or start a new club...
how is recruitment organized?
Pool rental in many cities is
challenging as there are many
aquatic sports that are looking to
use the available facilities. Some
facilities have mandates for public
availability of the pool such that a
booking dedicated to underwater
hockey is not possible. Arranging
insurance for some pools can
be challenging as well, as some
local pool policies are complex.
Recruitment is organized by the
local club in whatever way works
best, e.g. large signs posted at a
location in the city, pamphlets at
the pool, website, Facebook group,
etc.
What are the challenges faced
by UWH in Canada, and is there
a specific goal or a mission for
the future of UWH in Canada?
One of the challenges for UWH in
Canada is to continue to grow the
sport. As a volunteer organization
with a relatively small (but slowly
increasing) membership, having
some money to put towards
promoting the sport is something
we are trying to work towards. At
this point there is no formalized
goal or mission. •

Do you have coach / club at
practice - how is practice
organized? Does it depend on
club, is there any organized
practice or just pick up games?
Practices for each club are organized
at the club level. Some clubs have
referees for club practices, though
many don’t. Some clubs have
organized fitness/skill training
prior to a scrimmage and other
clubs just scrimmage for the
entire ‘practice time’. Some clubs For more info about playing UWH in
have arranged ‘leagues’ so there Canada, check the CUGA website at :
is a specific practice where there http://www.cuga.org/index.php/en/
are pre-determined teams playing.

Photo: Josh Curran

How are the teams
selected for worlds, what
about the coach(es)?
The process for selecting coaches
for the World Championships
is currently undergoing some
changes. Likely at the CUGA
Annual General Meeting in May
there will be changes suggested
and voted on. The coach currently
serves a 2-year term. Any member
of CUGA can be nominated to
be a coach. The previous year’s
Worlds team votes for the coach.
The coach selects the team for
the World Championships. There
are typically ‘selection events’ in
both eastern and western Canada
and the number of events and
locations are determined based on
the people trying out and where
they are located. These events are
determined by the coach, most
often in consultation with the
players trying out for the team. We
often do ‘cost-sharing’ for events so
that everyone pays the same flight
cost to get to and from the event
no matter where it is located.
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